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\textbf{ABSTRACT.} Virtualization consists of the implementation of resources via software, although you can use additional resources at the firmware level or hardware it is a technique that can be applied in various contexts. The implementation of containers by Docker simplifying them and getting an easy implementation has allowed its use to be extended widely. However, information and awareness about a Correct and safe implementation of it has not gone hand in hand. Through this work it has been detected that Docker requires multiple approaches regarding the security that apply to each phase of Docker implementation. However, such information is the most widely dispersed and scarce compared to the amount of information that can currently be found about Docker. On the other hand, by observing in detail the different stages that make up the deploying an application with Docker safely, they have found enough differences in usability and capacity in Free tools available. In the search and creation stage of our image has been easy to find websites and applications that analyze them and provide a report with vulnerabilities and recommendations.

\section{INTRODUCTION}

In general terms, virtualization consists of the implementation of resources via software, although you can use additional resources at the firmware level or hardware it is a technique that can be applied in various contexts. So by in
the operating systems, for example, mechanisms have been used for decades we have virtual memory management, which allows a process to use an address space larger than that offered by the hardware where it runs. In the context of this work, we will refer to virtualization of resources at a level of major abstraction: virtual machines (VMs) and containers. A review of hypervisors and containers is presented in the following sections. Does These two technologies have often been presented as competitors, if We attend to the number of publications dedicated to comparing their performance [1] however, in practice they should be considered complementary, taking into account the widespread use of deploying container platforms on Virtual machines.

1.1. Hypervisors. A hypervisor or VMM (Virtual Machine Monitor) is a component implementing normally in software that allows to create and execute machine instances virtual, through hardware virtualization, and possibly other techniques additional, such as dynamic code translation. A virtual machine created on a hypervisor you can run a complete operating system, include-do the kernel, so it is possible to run virtual machines with different systems operational issues (for example, Windows and Linux) on the same hardware. Since Goldberg [2], hypervisors have been classified into two types based on environment where they run:

**Type I.** It runs directly on the CPU of the host computer. It is also nominate native hypervisors or bare-metal hypervisors. The hypervisor is a micron-Cleo is responsible for core operations, such as planning tasks or processes in the CPU (scheduling), interrupt handling and management of memory, and delegates the rest of the operations to the cores of the virtual machines.

**Type II.** They run on the operating system of the host computer. They usually buy get two parts: one that runs as a module of the system core operating host, and another that runs as user-level processes in the system host operating theme. Task planning is executed at the core of the system. Host theme. In the literature the terms bare metal hypervisor and hosted frequently appear hypervisor as synonyms of type 1 and 2 hypervisors respectively.

1.2. Application containers. The pattern of habitual use of the container technologies to which we have referred to above in providing an execution environment similar to that obtained NE with a virtual machine. That is, use a container as an alternative to the use of a VM executed on a hypervisor. In the case of
Linux, use case normal with LXC is to start the container running init or system, and the pro-usual stops: bash, sshd, etc. The most recent trend is, however, to use application containers. In this model, the recommended usage pattern is oriented to micro services: each container executes a group of applications or services determined in function of some policy (for example, segregating groups based on type of application, or of their consumers), instead of an execution environment complete to simulate a VM. It is important to note that in Linux, the main difference between an application container and a system container is your usage pattern: the core provides the same mechanisms for its creation in both cases.

The use of virtualization at the operating system level has come using for years to create what could be understood as "machines virtual light " (for example, Jails in FreeBSD, Zones in Solaris, and OpenVZ or LXC) platforms for the execution of application containers (such as Docker or Rkt from CoreOS) form a paradigm that introduces new innovations such as the use of structured images in layers, and facilities for the distribution of images. In parallel, this new model introduces new vulnerabilities, which must be offset by a set of mechanisms we are not very homogeneous, and often poorly documented. The use of application containers has experienced remarkable growth in recent years, especially when compared to the growth of virtualization platforms based on hypervisors in the same period. This faith name is due, among other causes, to the shorter starting times, less memory usage, and higher density of instances per container machine With respect to virtual machines.
1.3. **System Containers.** While the function of a hypervisor is, in some way, to partition of a machine, container-based technology creates systems of an instance of the operating system. Each partition maintains the appearance of being an independent machine, although they all share the same core of the OS\[4,5\]. This allows executing with a single instance of the system core. Operating theme multiple applications isolated from each other. The technique used in the containers has its origin in the system call root (2), present in UNIX since the seventies, and that allows a process change the root directory that was used to boot the system to another direct-River. Jails \[6\], implemented in FreeBSD at the end of the 1990s, employs a root-like technique to virtualize the file system of a set of applications (that is, modify the namespace of the file system visible from those applications), but adds similar measures to the spaces of names of processes and network resources. In 2004, a similar functionality, called "zones" \[7\] appeared on Solaris10. Solaris 10 zones improved partition isolation using are source aggregation scheme (resource pools), which allows allocate a set of resources (for example, memory or CPUs) so that partition use it exclusively. This prevents the workload of a partition monopolize the resources of the machine. Although in Linux, the functionality to support containers has had several implementations, the first project that obtained an appreciable diffusion was OpenZV.

2. **The Dockers Ecosystem**

Following the popularity of Dockers, a considerable number of projects have appeared related coughs, which introduce novelties in technology, or provide alternative implementations similarly, many projects disappear with the same speed as new ones appear. It is possible that the speed at which they produce these new developments and the ever-changing landscape of the architectures of existing products be responsible for the confusing vocabulary Used in these technologies, where in the absence of clear definitions, meta-foraÅŽs as a life cycle and ecosystem. A major issue of this ecosystem, which is mainly driven by open source projects, is the lack of clear functional demarcation of different components. In fact, capabilities and scopes of existing projects overlap. Similarly, we found Terminology in literature to be inconsistent. In particular, the name Docker has been used with different meanings. When it appeared in 2013, the
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situation was well defined: it was a pro-Free software project implemented in the Go language, and developed by a pro-PaaS seer called dot Cloud. Currently, Docker is a company (Docker Inc., a registered trademark) that markets various products, services, and promotions na several free software projects related to container technology Dores In the rest of the work, we will use the term Docker informally to re-We rely on a container management platform composed of three components.

- Engine, daemon
- Docker client
- Docker registry

3. ALTERNATIVES TO DOCKER

Previously called Rocket is an alternate container platform-Docker, or more specifically, a container runtime, developed by Core OS. Unlike Docker, Rkt seems to follow the UNIX tradition of using tools. While you specialize in doing a good thing and that can be combined to realize more complex operations. According to its creators, the tools for upload images, install and run containers must be well integrated, but be independent; image distribution must support various protocol solos, and deployments in private environments should not require access to registry. Core OS provides, anyway, a registry for images of both rkt as from Docker.

4. DOCKER SECURITY

Docker containers leverage the ability of the Linux kernel to create isolated environments that share the kernel with the host host. One of the characteristics of the kernel that is used are the "capabilities". I know divide the root capabilities so that each process can be granted capabilities that really requires. There are capacities for almost all the areas where root privileges are needed. This way you get avoid overuse of root users and use a permissions policy minimum that provides greater security to the system. If an intruder gets climbing to root inside the container will be more complicated to perform actions harmful or get scaled to the host. In most cases, Docker does not need root privileges and could be reduce capacities by denying among others:
• "mount" operations
• Access to raw sockets (to prevent impersonation attacks)
• Access to file system operations such as creating new device nodes, modify the owner of the files or alter the attributes
• Module loading

By default, Docker uses a white list. Deny all capabilities except those specified and supports the removal and insertion of new capabilities to list. It is important to review the ones that are really required by our process to establish the most secure configuration since the initially granted to containers create incomplete insulation.

5. Docker Images Security

To create our image we will use a base image of the stored in the Docker Hub. It is important not to trust any image found on the internet or in any repository. Docker sponsors a team dedicated exclusively to review and publish content in the official repositories. There are official repositories for more use cases commons that provide clear documentation and promote good practices so it is a good strategy to start from one of them. For the project, a base image for Wildfly servers is sought with the Docker search command. Docker provides the "Content trust" functionality, this option forces the image tags to be signed and verified in the customer side It is disabled by default so we must run the command:

```bash
<< export DOCKER_CONTENT_TRUST = 1 >>
```

We note that it is not signed so the option should be used `DISABLE-content-trust`. It is always better to have it enabled by default and use the deactivation parameter if necessary for us to be aware that it is not signed and we should check it better. In any case and more in cases where official images are not used or not is signed, the images should be reviewed to avoid Introduction of harmful software in our container.

6. Comparative Analysis of Docker Security

Container clusters and orchestration The micro service-oriented container use model often implies the need to maintain a considerable number of container clusters. In Many cases, these clusters may be geographically dispersed,
and should meet minimum availability and fault tolerance requirements. The complex-The maintenance of such an infrastructure has caused the appearance of some software components that facilitate integration and container management. In general, the component that provides several or all functionalities needs Saraiâ€™s are known as container orchestrators. The terminology, as usual in this field, is elastic enough so that you can't find two equivalent definitions of orches Tador; we will use as a basis the list of functionalities, because it excludes the possibility of leaving something out. Thus, in a broad sense, the orchestrator is responsible for:

1. Cluster status management and planning. It is required to maintain a life global status of the cluster state to be able to plan workloads depending on the free resources of the cluster and the schedule. This, the planification of work queues of a conventional environment, but taking into the complexity of the container cluster counts.

2. Provide high availability and fault tolerance: mechanisms for biliary fault detection and avoid single points of failures, balancing of load.

3. Security Integration of utilities to verify the integrity of the images, identity management and access management services, etc.

4. Simplify network management: dynamic address and port management, communication between containers located in different machines through tunnels.

5. Enable service discovery. In the model traditional services are associated in a relatively static way to direct ports and ports that are resolved by some combination of DNS, LDAP and HTTP URIs. The container model, the association between Service names and addresses cannot be persistent, among other things. Tries for the possibility of auto scaling (creation of dynamics of new instance.

6. Make continuous deployment possible. When the CI / CD model is used, the Orchestration platform can provide mechanisms to integrate the Tool management like Jenkins.

7. Monitoring of both the infrastructure where the containers are executed and Dores like their activity.
(8) Docker’s native container orchestration platform is Docker Swarm. The one that is receiving the most attention, however, is Kubernetes, who developed initially Google, and is currently a free software project.

(9) As a sequence of success of Kubernetes, Docker Inc. offers it as an alternative to Docker Swarm in many of its products, although not in the CE version for Linux.

CONCLUSION

After scratching the surface of the techniques used in the containers a little we have been able to verify that some of the ideas that we had at the beginning of the work were not entirely correct, or were directly so wrong. The idea of comparing a Linux container with a VM, in depending on its performance, density per host, and in particular in matters of security, as reproduced in so many publications does not seem so right. At the end of the work, our opinion is that VMs and containers of applications are different species, and therefore any comparison has little meaning: the containers are more or less confined process groups, and the safety comparison should be made with respect to processes that do not run in a container. From this point of view, the containers in Linux they bring substantial improvements in the security plane.
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